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OUR FEBRUARY MEETING





Therapists can be anxious and afraid when they face conflict during psychotherapy. Even the most experienced
therapists make mistakes. For instance:
“Sometimes
therapists
don’t know their own

strength, and can inad
vertently … (hurt their client).

This happens when we turn

something into a problem that

the client was already

handling successfully in some

way. Or when we indicate that

people are fixed, unchange
able, permanently typecast, or

ODDFELLOWS TEMPLE/MERCER HALL,
 545 PACIFIC AVE, SANTA ROSA
in other ways close down
possibilities for change. Or,
IF THE PARKING LOT IS FULL, YOU CAN PARK AT THE J.C.GARAGE ACROSS MENDOCINO AVE.FOR $3 OR ASK
when
our
interventions
PERMISSION TO PARK AT THE EGGAN AND LANCE MORTUARY. IF YOU DO NOT ASK THE COST OF TOWING IS
$225.
convince clients that we, not


they, are the experts in their

own lives!”- Bill O’Hanlon,

PhD., Guide To Possibility Land
Many times our clients also
avoid conflict and anger, due
to anxiety.
What can we as therapists do
with our client’s genuine
anger and disappointment,
when we fail to empathize
well-enough? This can be just
as essential as the issue that
originally brought them into
therapy. When do negative
















MEETINGS ARE OPEN TO ALL ~ NON-MEMBERS PAY $5 (OR $15 FOR CEUS)

SEE PAGE 9 FOR ALL 2013 PROGRAMS


events- such as anger- become a turning point in any relationship?
The essential key between a good and a great therapist is the ability to go toward the conflict and not be afraid of it.
Using The Five Secrets of Effective Communication (David Burns, MD,) to transform empathetic ruptures into
opportunities for kindness, connection and intimacy, this interactive workshop will empower participants to move
beyond their discomfort to effectively handle difficult people and conversations.
In this interactive workshop, role play and action methods will be used to illustrate cognitive therapy approaches when
working with the angry client. Participants will learn the research-based methodology and tools to overcome their own
fear and anxiety when working with difficult clients.
Come on February 8th and learn how you can develop your ability to handle conflict – gracefully - with your clients (and
the people in your personal life that you most care about!)
Ilene Wolff, MFT, RDT is the winner of the 2012 CAMFT Education Foundation Award. She is the director of The Drama
Therapy Institute. Ilene trained at The Mental Research Institute in Palo Alto. She has been the Teaching Assistant for
The Milton Erickson Institute of the Bay Area (2010-2012). Ilene specializes in helping children of all ages and adults in
conflict. She also leads The Forgiveness Practice Workshop in San Rafael the first Thursday evening of every month. Call
for more information 415.263.6744, check her website at www.bidsforconnection.com , or email her at
ilene@dramatherapyinstitute.com

President’s Message
Lani Lee, LMFT

Winter invites us to simplify, gather
resources, integrate, recharge, clear the
clutter and organize. The cold outside pulls
us in, asking us to listen to our introverted
sides and tend to our most basic needs:
food, rest and quality time with loved ones.
This sounds simple, but to carve out the time these
needs take, I find myself fighting against many layers of
internalized expectations. Winter’s invitation suggests
re-examining a deeply rooted paradigm.

Saying “no” to some of our obligations can bring up
uncomfortable feelings. We often avoid these feelings
by scheduling every moment of our lives. I know I will
often feel a twinge of guilt if I shirk my to-do list for a
day (or even a couple hours) of self-care. When I
started this practice of conscious doing-less, I often felt I
was letting someone else or myself down by saying
“no.” I have had to work actively to develop gentleness
towards my many needs and feelings, and to validate
that there is something of value in not-doing. I have
found that I am actually more productive after giving
myself permission to be unproductive. It is helpful in
this practice to redefine “productive”: taking care of
myself is productive. Getting enough sleep is
productive. Relaxing is productive. Sleeping is
productive. Playing is productive.

Life can get so full of want-to’s, have-to’s and should’s.
We live in a culture where self-worth is often defined by
how productive we can be, a culture of chronic
overdoing. I have noticed a pervasive pattern of taking
on too much in life. We often spread ourselves so thin
that the potential richness of our experience becomes
diluted by our own fatigue. I believe that an active shift
of focus towards more “being” and less “doing” is
required to unhook from the chronic over-doing. This
requires a practice of saying “no” to constant busyness
and over-extension. Otherwise we put ourselves on the
quick path to dissatisfaction and burn out.


I have started to understand that saying “no” also
means saying “yes” to something else. How often do
you say “no” to the “should”s and “yes” to selfnourishment? Do you let yourself go to bed when you
are tired (even if you really wanted to do that one last
thing)? Do you take the time to prepare and enjoy a


good meal (even if you have to be five minutes late to
that meeting)? Do you give yourself an afternoon to
read a good novel (even when you should be reading
that theory book)? Whatever it is for you, notice if you
say “yes” to yourself and your need for nurturing or if
you constantly tell yourself “I am too busy for that.”
I invite you to take some time this month to experiment
with letting yourself off the hook; literally, give yourself
a break . Create (and defend) some time to go inwards
and do less. Who knows what you might discover when
you open up this space for yourself. May you generate
more restfulness and ease. Remember, sometimes less
really is more.


Lani Lee, MFT is in private practice near downtown
Santa Rosa. She helps young children through adults to
build resilience, integrate disowned aspects of the Self
and access their authentic expression though relational,
client centered, mindfulness, and somatic models. You
can contact her at: 707-331-5246, or visit her website:
www.LaniLeeMFT.com for more info.

















































Referring to an Outdoor or
Residential Treatment Program?
Educational consultants, in collaboration with referring mental
health professionals, work with families to identify appropriate
therapeutic treatment options for struggling students.
Bob Casanova is an experienced, licensed marriage and
family therapist (MFT) who provides realistic, comprehensive
recommendations to Therapeutic Schools, Residential
Treatment Centers and Outdoor Therapeutic Treatment
Programs for teens and young adults who need help
coping with such challenges as:
Drug or alcohol abuse/dependence • Learning differences
Social, emotional or psychiatric concerns • Self harm • Eating disorders
School failure or refusal • Adoption/attachment issues
Asperger’s/PDD/NLD • Family conflict • Loss and grief • Divorce

BOB CASANOVA Educational Consultant
and Licensed Marriage & Family Therapist
Affiliated with McClure Mallory & Baron

1160 North Dutton Avenue, Suite 250 | Santa Rosa, CA 95404

707.526.5800









some of the introductory text from your website for
your Yelp business profile.



Note: Your clients may be able to see your personal
profile, so be careful what you write. Yelp has a bunch
of questions you can answer called “Things I love”. I
suggest you only put your website link at the spot for it,
and consider skipping the other questions. It is your
choice whether you review any businesses or not.

Why should we, as counselors, care
about Yelp? We should definitely care
about Yelp, because it is very possible
someone has reviewed us on Yelp,
created a profile for our business, and
we know nothing about it!

We cannot ask our clients to write reviews for us. As
counselors we are less likely to get reviews than some
other businesses since people may be reluctant to
admit they were in therapy. But those who see us at
events such as workshops, conference presentations,
public speaking, etc. could all certainly offer reviews if
so motivated.

What exactly is Yelp? Yelp allows registered members
of Yelp (free to join) to write reviews of local
businesses. If you own a local business you need to
“claim” your profile, if one exists, or set up your
business on Yelp. Yelp allows both good and bad
reviews of businesses, so it is important to know if your
business is already on Yelp and what is being said.

When it comes to Yelp, it is better to grab the bull by
the horns and take control of your business profile,
rather than leave yourself exposed by being an ostrich
with your head in the sand.

I know someone whose only web presence on Yelp was
two bad reviews by angry clients. This person had some
friends write positive reviews to counteract the two
negative ones. Unfortunately, Yelp did not post the
glowing reviews, while the nasty ones still remain.

Laura C. Strom, MS, LMFT (MFC 49174) offers consultation for
counselors to help them with their web presence and social
media. http://www.facebook.com/lauracstrom

You might like to avoid being on Yelp all together, but
that is not possible. At some point, one of your clients,
or potential clients may write a review about service
they did or did not receive from you (“She didn’t bother
getting back to me over the weekend, and waited until
Monday” – potential client while you were in Tahoe for
your anniversary). The profile another person creates
for your business may not be accurate, or include links
to your website, text that you have specifically created
for viewers, your hours, parking information, etc. especially if that person is annoyed with you.
So how do you get a Yelp business profile? First, start
by setting up a personal Yelp profile. Remember the
person who had friends write positive reviews? The
friends were getting on Yelp for the very first time, and
then responding to negative reviews immediately. Yelp
has a filter that catches this. Reviewers need to have a
track record of writing some thoughtful reviews for
various types of local businesses before launching out a
glowing review for a business with nothing but bad
ones.
After you have set up a personal profile, either “claim”
your business if it already exists on Yelp, or set up a
business page for yourself. You should include your
professional picture, website, parking, etc. You can copy




to see featured here (and that might be willing to
donate a prize), please contact Marie F. Piazza, MFT at
(707) 570-3940 or by email at mfpmft@att.net. If you
win the prize and cannot use it, please pass it on to
someone who can!





February’s Prize Donor: Janet Barrows, MSOM, L.Ac
Prize: Gift Certificate for Free Session (Value $80)
Winner: ???

Marie F. Piazza, MFT is in private practice in Santa Rosa. She
writes a monthly e-newsletter called Moonburst! Support for
 helping professionals through creativity, spirituality and
sexuality. You can access Moonburst! through her website at
www.mariefpiazza.com

he Raffle Formerly Known as 5150 now has a new
name! Your RECAMFT Board chose the name to update
and more closely reflect the nature of the raffle. This
raffle is designed to offer one of our lucky members a
way of restoring, rejuvenating and revitalizing
themselves. We seek local business owners to donate
prizes for our monthly drawing. The businesses receive
free advertising in our newsletter; our therapists
receive gifts designed for their ability to “recharge”.
It’s a win-win!





Every year, CAMFT asks each of the chapters to
nominate a member who has shown exceptional
leadership. I have the pleasure of presenting the
Board’s nomination for CAMFT’s 2012 Outstanding
Chapter Leader Award for 2012: Gail Van Buuren. Gail,
of course, has been our Newsletter Editor this past year,
a position she
has held for the
past 6 years. She
continues to do
a fantastic job of
soliciting
and
editing articles,
formatting the
newsletter, and
making sure it is
folded
and
mailed in a
timely manner.
However, this
year Gail took on
the additional
task of coordinating the creation and printing of our
Membership Directory & Resource Guide, which our
chapter publishes every two years. Initially she was a
member of the team that was putting the Directory
together, but because the Chair of that team was pulled
away by a family emergency, Gail stepped up and took
on the task. This turned out to be an enormously
challenging and time consuming endeavor, but Gail
worked diligently to complete it.

I am happy to introduce you to a local small business
owner, Janet Barrows. The lucky winner of this month’s
raffle will be treated to a free stress-reducing session
with Janet, a licensed acupuncturist and herbalist.
During her career in Santa Rosa’s City Schools, Janet
personally discovered the power of Chinese medicine to
heal and rebuild her immune system, something
Western medicine had failed to do. She also found that
herbs helped her break the cycle of repeated illness, for
all time. She was so impressed that Janet decided to
change careers! She trained for four years at
Acupuncture and Integrative Medical College in
Berkeley. After graduating with distinction, she is now
licensed and practicing in a beautiful, sunny office in the
heart of downtown Santa Rosa. Her practice includes
acupuncture, natural herbs, essential oils, facial
rejuvenation, nutrition and medical Qigong.
For more information, please check out Janet’s website:
www.janetbarrows.com.

In addition to all of the tasks that Gail has done for the
Chapter this year, her energy, enthusiasm, and love for
this organization is obvious to everyone. Gail has
become one of the primary “go to” people in the
organization. If there are questions, problems, or tasks
that need attention, she is happy to help in whatever
way she can. Her energy and attitude have added
tremendously to the health and vitality of this Chapter.
Thank you, Gail!

Our January winner is Don Scully. He won a gift
certificate from Milk and Honey in Sebastopol. Milk and
Honey is a unique and lovely gift and jewelry shop
which specializes in “Treasures and Pleasure of the
Goddess.” Congratulations, Don!
All members who attend our RECAMFT general
meeting are eligible to win the monthly raffle prize. If
you know of a local small business that you would like


Hal Forman, Past President



ETHICS ROUNDTABLE


what is best for youth. The new law complements a
policy about SOCE issued by CAMFT last year. That
policy states that CAMFT "is concerned about children
and youth, who are especially vulnerable to harm and
who lack adequate legal protection from involuntary or
coercive treatment and whose parents and guardians
may not have accurate information to make informed
decisions regarding the child’s development and wellbeing." CAMFT's policy was developed to specifically
support children--as this new law does--from attempts
to change their attraction to their own sex. You can
read CAMFT's position at their web site.

The Ethics Roundtable meets once each in the Fall, Winter, and
Spring. Our meetings arewarm, informal and welcoming,
encouraging discussion of sometimes sticky issues. Topics may

come from our clinical practices, or be generated by other

ethical concerns brought
in by one of us.
The meetings are informative,
stimulating
and enjoyable.

RECAMFT members are invited to attend. No ongoing
 is required.
commitment

Next Meeting – Friday,
January 25, 2013

1:30 - 3:00 pm
More information? call Coralia Serafim at 781-0133








Clinical research and experience has shown that when
stigma and discrimination are proactively managed
there are healthier outcomes than when the person is
left with the option of trying to conform to societal
norms to relieve distress. Dr. Caitlin Ryan heads the
Family Acceptance Project at San Francisco State
University. Dr. Ryan and her collaborators have
performed research for more than a decade on family
behaviors related to accepting and rejecting LGBT and
questioning youth. Their research has identified 106
specific accepting and rejecting behaviors that parents
engage in to respond to their LGBT children. Dr. Ryan
reports "these accepting behaviors include advocating
for their children when others mistreat or discriminate
against them because of their LGBT identity or
connecting them with positive adult LGBT role models."




You might have heard that California enacted legislation
to protect youth aged 17 and younger from methods
purporting to change their sexual minority orientation
and/nonconforming gender expression. Many state
organizations such as the California Psychological
Association, National Association of Social Workers of
California, the BBS and others supported it. Governor
Brown signed the ban into law calling the practices
"psychoquackery." However, legal challenges have
delayed the law starting.

Their research has found there are "significant major
health risks when parents insist on rejecting behaviors
such as sending them to a therapist or clergy to change
their sexual orientation, preventing them from learning
about their LGBT identity, or making them pray and
attend religious services to change
their sexual
orientation." She reports they "found these specific
parental and caregiver rejecting behaviors were related
to health risks for the LGBT youth in young adulthood,
including attempted suicide, suicidal ideation,
depression, illegal drug use and risk for HIV infection."
(Ryan, Huebner, Diaz, & Sanchez, 2009.) Their research
also found that family accepting behaviors help protect
LGBT youth against these major risks and promote wellbeing including higher levels of self-esteem and social
support in young adulthood. (Ryan, Russell, Huebner,
Diaz, & Sanchez, 2010.)

The new law applies to a collection of practices referred
to by the acronym SOCE, which stands for sexual
orientation change efforts. SOCE goes by a variety of
other names such as "ex-gay therapy," "conversion
therapy," or "reparative therapy." The new law applies
not only to sexual orientation change efforts. It also
applies to methods used to influence or coerce children
to be more traditionally gender conforming. The law
does not apply to practitioners who help youth affirm
their same-sex attractions or to practitioners who help
youth understand their true gender identity, when
different than the gender identity assigned to them at
birth. The new law applies to pre-licensed and licensed
health providers, not to unlicensed counselors or clergy.
The stakeholders who created the law did so to reduce
the stigmatizing, dangerous outcomes from those
practices, and to increase a child's chances of getting
affirming therapy. In creating the law, they drew from
decades of solid research and clinical experiences about


"Specifically," Dr. Ryan explains, "young adults whose
parents sent them to a therapist or religious leader to
attempt to cure, treat or change their sexual orientation


In referring to the various examples, Uriah, emphasized
that each therapist should utilize the 5 elements in ways
that authentically express the personality of the
therapist while projecting professionalism and a
contemporary sensibility. He stressed that having a
website built can help the therapist clarify who s/he is
as a practitioner and whom s/he wants to attract to
his/her practice. In today’s market, internet users are
accustomed to visiting sites that clearly express what
problems the business solves and needs the business
meet. Simplicity, warmth, confidence, targeted
information, ease of use and a call to action can all work
to inspire visitors to take the next step in reaching out
for help. And the clarity the site ideally provides can
increase chances of the eventual client-therapist
relationship being a good fit.

during adolescence were far more likely to consider
suicide and to attempt suicide than peers who were not
sent to undergo SOCE. They also were far more likely to
report clinical depression and to report levels of
depressive symptoms that reached or exceeded the
threshold for medication." (Russell, Ryan, Toomey,
Sanchez, & Diaz, in preparation.)
For extensive, expert information about how to affirm
LGBT and questioning youth, reliable information is
available
online
at
the
following
sites:
http://leadwithlovefilm.com,
http://www.genderspectrum.org,http://familyproject.sf
su.edu
Since the new year, the California Medical Association,
the Attorney General of California and Governor Brown
have all made an additional request to the courts to act
swiftly to remove any barriers to implementing the new
law.
Jim Walker can be reached at:

http://mindbodytherapyservices.com
http://lgbtcounseling.com

Lani Lee, President; Hal Forman, Past President; and speaker,
Uriah Guilford chatting after the terrific presentation.






In this way, therapist websites can exist as a beacon for
those in need. Not everybody is comfortable telling a
friend they are depressed or their relationship is on the
rocks; people today often look to the internet for help
in addressing their problems, needs and concerns.
Though certain aspects of website design and utilization
seem antithetical to the process of psychotherapy – and
also test the ethics of the profession – the opportunity
exists for therapists to reach out to large numbers of
people and let them know that competent help is
available.

At the January, 2013 RECAMFT meeting, Uriah Guilford,
MFT, gave a very articulate and helpful presentation on
websites as effective marketing and outreach tools for
therapists. His presentation was focused on what he
refers to as “the 5 elements of a client-attracting
website:”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Easy to find
Easy to look at
Easy to understand
Easy to navigate
Easy to follow

It’s true that therapists might feel ambivalent about
attracting potential clients through websites marketing in this way might be an endeavor that
doesn’t reflect core values related to healing,
community and connection – but Uriah’s presentation
emphasized the value of appropriately using a website
as a practice-building tool and, therefore, as a way to
potentially help more people. For those therapists who
do choose to have a website built, adhering to his “5

Uriah detailed each of these elements, showing us
examples of sites that successfully address and utilize
them, as well as those that do not. He gave helpful tips
on domain name choice, color selection, content
amount and selection, over-all design, photo selection,
user-friendly navigation and how to actively engage the
site visitor.




Key elements for on-scene intervention are Protect.
Direct, and Connect. These elements are defined as
follows:

elements” seems like a good way to connect with
potential clients on the internet.

Protect:

-

Direct:

- provide structure and direction
- be brief, clear, repetitive
- where to go, what to do
- to safe and secure areas,
medical care, food and shelter

Don Scully takes his turn at the Introduction portion of the
meeting. Recognize some friends you also missed seeing there?

Uriah’s website has helped attract clients to his office:
he has a full private practice in Santa Rosa, specializing
in working with adolescent boys and their families. He
also offers internet marketing consultation to
therapists. He can be reached at (707) 520-4357 or
uriah@helpthiskid.com.

Connect: -

Doug Silberstein, MFT has a general private practice in
Santa Rosa and San Rafael with a focus on working with
couples and parents. He primarily employs existentialexperiential, intersubjective and attachment-based
approaches in working with his clients and can be
reached at 707-583-2353.





to family and loved ones
to accurate information
to resources
to comfort

Margaret Newport, MA LMFT
RECAMFT Trauma Chairman





Hi Interns,





Happy New Year! Hope the transition to the new
(Mayan) calendar was also a transformation...





Our first intern support group meeting took place last
Wed evening at Erica Thomas' home in Penngrove.
Amidst homemade applesauce cookies and a cozy
fireplace, we discussed what each of us needs and
wants from this group, as well as numerous issues and
themes around the personal and professional
challenges of being a therapist in the guise of an intern.
We also discussed the need for a few basic guidelines
for our meetings, and agreed to adapt these guidelines
to the needs of participants over time. We also agreed
to keep personal stories confidential.

It stands to reason a therapist who is at all interested in
Crisis Intervention would acquire formal training.
However, you may have no interest in this field and are
content working in your chosen field. Nothing wrong
with that! It is, though, not unlikely that one could find
oneself facing some type of adverse event, such as
flood, fire, accident, burglary. Friends and family may
turn to you for support and guidance. The goal of
psychological first aid is stabilization and symptom
reduction. It is not psychotherapy nor is it a substitute
for psychotherapy.
A frame-work for addressing
adverse events may be mitigated with the help of some
basic concepts.

We again are inviting all RECAMFT interns to participate
in future meetings, the next of which is Wed., January
23rd from 6:30 (sharp) until 8:00 pm. Please reply to
leeshomeworld@comcast.net for directions to Erica's
home or call me at 530-355-1156. Beginning in

Basic Concepts were developed by, Diane Myers, RN,
MA. to address on-site scene intervention during a
crisis, and lead to stabilization of immediate severity.


from traumatic stimuli
from distraught victims
from onlookers
from media



February, we plan to change our meeting times from
the second and fourth Wed to the first and third Wed of
each month, starting February 6th.

Offices
Available
4th Street

We look forward to the boon of lively dialogue and
mutual support.

(next to Chrysalis Community Counseling Services)

Therapist Row

Full Service Offices

Also on the horizon is annual intern fair at Sonoma
State University on Friday, February 8th. Please contact
me for details and for further conversation about the
MFT Intern landscape in the Redwood Empire.

in buildings with existing
therapists
Rents range from
$350-$650 per month

Lee Rosenstein
Intern Chair

Call Coralee Barkela 494-6400
or email coralee.cb@gmail.com
for more information

RECAMFT Programs
2013
April 12, 2013

Joe M. Persinger, PhD
Contemporary Perspectives on Chronic
Pain: Identification and Treatment



May 10, 2013






L. Reyna Seminara, LMFT
Helping Clients Heal from Trauma Using
Bilateral Stimulation Techniques
June 14, 2013

Therapy office sublet near downtown Santa Rosa. Great
office & colleagues. Flexible hrs. Call Shonnie Brown at
Chinn Street Counseling Center. 526-4353.

Steven H. Sulmeyer, JD, PhD
Psychotherapy and Spirituality






La Ventana Treatment Programs Now Open in Santa
Rosa Providing Individualized Treatment for Eating
Disorders. Conveniently located at 923 College Ave
PHP, IOP, Supportive Living for Women, and Free
Community. Support Group For more information,
please call Ashly Thompson at 307-3360, or visit our
website: www.laventanatreatment.com


 




 










REDWOOD EMPIRE CHAPTER, CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION

The
Redwood
Empire

OF MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPISTS
PO BOX 2443, SEBASTOPOL, CA 95473




Telephone/Fax: 707 575-0596
Email: therapy@recamft.org
Website: www.recamft.org

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED











NEWSLETTER COSTS & DEADLINES

RECAMFT HONORS PAST PRESIDENTS
Hal Forman
2012
Elaine Sohier Gayler
2011
Cynthia Halliday
2010
Susan Hartz
2009
Kate Maxwell
2008
Gail Van Buuren
2007
Diana Poulson
2005-2006
Joan Logan
2004
Judith Goleman
2003
Ange Stephens
2002
Christopher Doyle
2001
F. Michael Montgomery
2000
Julie Green
1999
Jan Lowry-Cole
1998
Rhaea Maurel
1997
Paula Hall
1996
Kitty Chelton
1994-1995
Don Scully & Randi Farkas
1993-1994
Hari Meyers
1992-1993
Grace Harris
1991-1992
Richard Alongi
1990-1991
Diana Young
1989
Andrew Leeds
1988
Carleita Schwartz
1987
Christine Bucholz
1986
Thomas Hedlund

1982-1985
Rick Mawson
1980-1982


Line ads and announcements:
Members - $5 per line
Non-members - $12 per line
Flyers inserted in newsletter - $100
Mailing labels - Members - $65
Non-members - $125
Display ads:
Full page - 9.75” x 7.5” = $200
Half page - 4.75” x 7.5” = $110
Quarter page - 4.5” x 3.5” = $60
Eighth page - 2” x 3.5” = $35
10% discount for 5 month ad Commitment
20% discount for 10 month ad commitment
Deadlines:
Articles (500 words max) - 15th of the month
Advertisements - 15th of the month
For more information call or email:
707 575-0596 or therapy@recamft.org

NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMERS
The opinions and points of view in the articles
contained herein do not necessarily reflect that
of the Board of Directors of RECAMFT or of
CAMFT.
Authors’ contact information is
included. Submitted articles may be edited and
are published at our discretion depending on
space and relevance to our readers’ professional
interests.


